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POPULAR MUSIC IN GHANA:
THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF CULTURE

Owen Wright
School For International Training:
CSA Ghana
Spring 1995 Project Advisor: Dr. John Collins

tø nnwom a abø wø mu.
He sings songs with seeds in them.

Abstract

This paper attempts to explore the major themes and ideals asserted in popular
music in Ghana and give an account for their existence. By defining the major
genres of music enjoyed in the country, I explore the values associated with each
of them. In doing do so I show that popular music whether indigenous or global
represents society in one way or another. I also explore the democratization of
music in Ghana and some of popular music's limiting factors in representing
culture.
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Introduction

In an age of mass communication, urbanization and technological
advance, people now have the ability to choose their own musical surroundings.
Thus faced with a variety of choices individuals can pick the sounds, which
please them best. Popular music as a product at the hands (or ears) of the
consumer does not represent the decay of tradition (especially in Africa), but
rather a blossoming of new ideas, new rhythms and new sounds altogether. It
also (as a product) represents the culture: its values, concerns, likes and dislikes.
“Popular music, even in the era of Sony-CBS, MTV-Europe and Michael
Jackson as global Pepsi Salesman, is still a progressive, empowering,
democratic force,” notes the editor of World Music. Politics and Social change1,
Unfortunately in academia popular music is generally ignored. In his entire book,
Studies in African Music, A.A. Agordoh gives less than one page of attention to
the popular music of Africa.2 But there is in popular music an essential and
ultimate social nature: All music is an expression of human beliefs and creativity.
All cultures have songs of mourning, of celebration and of moral teaching.
Therefore music is a mirror of culture--

a symbolic affirmation of values.

Traditionally in West Africa, music was the informant. This is no less true today
though the conditions and the information conveyed are perhaps different. Drums
announcing the arrival of a chief are now supplemented by the electrified sounds
of Highlife bands singing about political strife and social change. Like the music
of the past, today's popular sounds are made by the people and for the people
therefore they must inherently be a manifestation of the culture and thus an
invaluable resource in social research.
In examining popular culture we examine change, struggle and the
contention between artists' abilities to create an acceptable idea and consumers'
tastes and desires for that idea. In order to sell albums, a composer must write

1

Simon Frith, editor. World Music, Politics and Social Change. (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1989), 5
2
A.A. Agordoh. Studies in African Music Publications, 1994), l37.
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songs that his audience will agree with. So... popular music should represent the
masses. However, my question for research was this: Does the popular music in
Ghana represent the Ghanaian people? If not, who's not represented? Who's
over-represented? Why?
I seek to determine when popular music is democratic-- that is, Are the
morals, values and beliefs found in Ghanaian society the same as those asserted
in the music? Who speaks for the people? Are the people on the streets
sympathizing with the ideas they hear blaring from the kiosks selling cassettes?
I have over the past couple months of observing a culture other than my
own developed a theory as to how responsive the media is to events in society.
Some mediums are slow to react, others are immediately on the scene of an
event (i.e.: TV, Radio) reporting objectively the information available. Later,
stories in magazines and journals add to the interpretation and analysis. ~' Even
later the art community may choose to respond creating novels and pieces of
music that reflect the mood of the people -adding some feeling of resolution to an
event. These mediums, by their nature offer more subjectivity and expression.
Thus in listening to music we hear the sounds of a culture's mood. Perhaps my
theory may be a little inaccurate in an oral and multi-lingual society such as
Ghana's, but I will still try to account for such things as the widespread
appreciation for Western music in Ghana--

particularly Rap from the United

States-and the growth of Gospel music in Ghana.
On a more speculative level I will explain what limits democracy in music
in Ghana. What do the obvious economic limitations mean for a Ghanaian
composer? Does limited technology influence composition? And what social
norms put limits on musical expression and consumption?
I will start out with a simple musical typology of the popular music found in
Ghana and as each genre tends to be influenced by a particular group I will then
examine in detail the values associated with those types.

Methodology
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The difference between experiential education and traditional academic
learning is found in a difference of sources. Where traditional, academic
education relies on secondary RE-sources, experiential learning utilizes primary
sources. In the classroom students refer to books and professors, but in my
study the entire southern half of the country of Ghana was my classroom, music
makers became my professors and taxi drivers became my TA's. Therefore in
doing the bulk of my research, I relied on the “informal” interview. I found this
method most effective for several reasons: For one, the area of popular music is
a dynamic one. It changes quickly with the advent of new technology and the
spreading of new ideas and fashions-- thus anything written about it can quickly
be outdated (and nothing is more up-to-date than that which is on people's
minds). The informal interview allowed me to sample across the population and
now after 30 or so different interviews, I have spoken to men, women, urbanites,
ruralites,

Muslims,

Christians,

educated,

non-educated,

employed

and

unemployed. In most cases, my first question to the interviewee was, “What's
your favorite music?” But these simple, quantifiable discussions usually ended up
being about politics, economics or poverty-- so goes music in Ghana. It's not that
simple to extract one piece of information without linking it to another. My
sampling is an integral part of my research as I was attempting to find out if
popular music indeed represents the people as a whole. A11 of my data
collected in these sessions is recorded in my ISP/Work Journal.

Of course, another obvious part of my query into popular music is listening
to music itself. I did this in two ways: First, to gain an idea of which music was the
most popular, I patronized the boys selling tapes on the streets and in the
markets. I tried to get an idea of which tapes they sold the most of, though when I
asked them I was usually presented with the most expensive, highest quality
tape (usually a product of The United States or Europe). The language barrier (if
not the “nosy-researcher barrier”) fouled me many times over, so I went to the
Copyright Society of Ghana (COSGA) and requested the 'hard facts' concerning
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which albums were selling the most. Then with advice from some street tape
sellers I bought a few of the top selling albums. The family I lived with in Accra
helped in translating the songs, which were in Twi, from there I tried to analyze
the lyrics.
The second way I experienced the music first hand was by observing a
band create, practice and perform popular music. Much of their repertoire was
copyrighted by other musicians, however it was still a valuable experience.
Though less useful in the collection of raw data, it was a way of uncovering and
enjoying the musicians' side of the scene. Due to money problems halfway
through my study they decided to stop performing, which was a lesson in itself:
The economic climate of Ghana represents a ruthless limiting factor for the
survival of many bands.
To analyze all of this information and make sense out of what I was
hearing from both the people I interviewed and the singers' words, I looked for
common themes in the lyrics and in what interviewees were telling me. I wanted
to find links between the music and the culture it was supposed to represent. The
details of this interaction makes up the bulk of this paper and the majority of my
line of questioning in interviews. However, such a method may have been one of
the major faults of my research because in asking a particular question one
effects a particular response-- especially in an oral culture such as Ghana's. A
person may speak extensively on a topic regardless as to whether he or she has
thought much about it before. Whereas most Americans would simply answer, “I
don't know.” to some of my questions, Ghanaians are quick to think on their feet
responding usually with more thoughts and opinions than I could possibly write
down. I will return later to the subtle differences between oral and written
cultures.
In conclusion, as a musician I know I have a bias (that is, I have my
favorite types of music) and as a product of a more electrified and visual culture I
also carry a bias. The challenge in this project was not so much navigating my
way around the over-crowded streets of Accra or trying to bridge the language
gap, but rather being honest with my personal opinions (and setting them aside)
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so that I could write down not what I wanted to hear (to support my hypothesis),
but what people were actually trying to tell me. Ghanaians aren't terribly direct
people. They are circuitous speakers, making metaphors out of their ideas and
stories out of possible one-word answers.
I've come to the conclusion after finishing a relatively small project such as
this one, that one has to live in (and with) the society one is studying for at least
three or four months before even beginning any research. If you don't understand
the customs, the codes of dress, the ways people interact and make eye contact- much less understanding the language-- you won’t have full access to the
culture and the data you collect will be skewed-- you will be limited by your
ignorance. I still feel limited.

Towards a Typology...

11

I have often been accused of explaining everything in terms of trilogies-the magical number three is usually the cure-all answer to my intellectual
questions. I came to Africa thinking I could explain all popular music in terms of
the three .'Rs': Rock, Reggae and Rap. Any type of music could-- with work-- be
squeezed into either category with the “African” influence exerting itself in all
three areas. Well, I've reformulated my rather Americanized (and wrong)
explanation to fit the music scene in Ghana, only this time the trilogy is made up
of three major influences rather than styles: the Traditional Influence, the
Western (American and European) Influence, and the Caribbean Influence. See
figure 1 below:

Figure 1: A trilogy of influences.

Such a model helps in developing a typology of popular music in Ghana.
The lingo used on the streets of the city has different meanings for the same
words used in America, not to mention that much of the diction used by some
people often contradicts that used by producers and musicians. I've had Michael
Jackson put in so many different stylistic categories by interviewees that the idea
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of creating a typology seemed hopeless. Therefore a trilogy of influences helps
make sense out of what's popular. (Michael Jackson obviously didn't get his style
from the Caribbean).

THE TRADITIONAL INFLUENCE: THE HIGHLIVES

The music of indigenous drumming ensembles makes up the foundation
of this major influence. African rhythm in its purest sense, the Adowa Dance of
the Akan, made way for the basic beat of the Highlife dance bands of the 1920s
and 30s. The term “Highlife” first came into use by people who assembled
outside of high-class clubs in the cities at the early part of the 20th Century. They
couldn't afford the expensive gate fees to get in but could still enjoy some of the
traditional tunes that were played by modern orchestras inside.
Highlife's roots are diverse. The major influences are the dance
orchestras, “Palmwine” groups3, and the colonial brass bands of the late l9th
Century. John Collins describes its origin in his book, Highlife Time:
“References have been made to types of Highlife
“References have been made to types of highlife
dance-music that have been interacted with, or been
absorbed into, the concert party tradition: such as the
Palmwine, Brassband, Konkoma, guitar-based and
dance-band varieties. The origin of this popular
acculturated Ghanaian dance music lies in the southwest
coast of the country, which is inhabited by Fanti (an Akan
dialect) speaking people. It is also the part of the country
which has had the longest history of contact with
Europeans, for the Portuguese built Elmina Castle there
in 1482.”4

Highlife has since become more modernized (while retaining the original
distinctive beat) with the popularity of guitar bands in the 1940s, 50s and 60s.
3

Palmwine music: a style of music that developed out of the guitar music of
European sailors who made their way to Ghana's shores-. It is characterized by
its mellow sound and as the name suggests, was often played in drinking bars.
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Today the authenticity of Highlife is under much debate. The youth still call much
local pop music “Highlife,” but older generations do not. A definition is elusive as
Collins noted, “You can Highlife-ize anything just as you can Reggae-ize
anything.5 But what exists today is basically two different outgrowths of the
Highlife sound: Gospel Highlife and what I call 'Romantic Pop Twi-Highlife.'

Gospel-Highlife
This genre of music has enjoyed a new-found popularity in the past 10-15
years. Characterized by numerous female vocalists,6 its lyrics are mainly drawn
from Christian references. Some Gospel-Highlife is actually 'copyright' music-borrowed lyrics and melodies from other published artists (usually Western), set
to a Highlife beat and sung by Ghanaians. A couple of notable examples of
popular Gospel-Highlife groups are “The Daughters of Glorious Jesus,” Mary
Ghansah and Diana Akiwumi.

Romantic Pop Twi
This is the style that the Ghanaian youth call Highlife (or “New-Highlife”)
but which the older folks insist shares nothing with traditional Highlife except that
the lyrics are often sung in Twi or Ga. Its sound is typically electronic as most
composers use drum machines, keyboards and computers instead of live
musicians when recording.
The extremely harsh economic conditions in the 1970s caused a number
of musicians to leave Ghana to continue their careers as composers in the West,
namely Britain, the US. and Germany. But since the return of a more stable
economy in the late 1980s many musicians have returned-- many carrying fancy
keyboards with them acquired abroad which has added to the influx of electrified
sound in the past few years. Ghanaians call these musicians “Burgers” as many
of them resided in Hamburg, Germany. Their music, “Burger-Highlife” can be

4

John Collins. Highlife Times. (Accra: Anansesem Publications Ltd. 1994). vi.
John Collins, interview by the author. 11 April 1995, at Bokoor House, Accra.
6
note: unlike other styles which are predominantly male
5
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considered Romantic Pop Twi because it is often sung in Twi and its themes are
usually Romantic. “Daddy Lumba” is a prime example of a Burger, recording his
albums in Germany yet selling most of them in Ghana.

THE CARIBBEAN INFLUENCE
With the combination of Calypso and Black American rhythms came a
style of fast dance music called “Ska.” Through some changes in the speed, and
a turning inside out of the main beat in the late 1960s and early 70s Reggae
music was born. Artists such as Peter Tosh, Jimmy Cliff and Bob Marley and the
Wailers -elevated Reggae to a position of force and command in the world music
market. Its influence is now felt around the world from Japan to Europe but
especially in Africa as its themes are often connected with the return of
civilization to the continent.7
From the easily-recognized sound of Reggae sprang numerous other
styles: Afro-Reggae, Ragga, and Reggae-Highlife to name a few. But they are all
grouped here as one because of their original Caribbean influence. Some
popular singers/groups are Burning Spear (Jamaican), Lucky Dube (South
African), and Kwadjo Antwi (Ghanaian).
There are, of course, many cross-overs between the latter two influences
(i.e.: Reggae-Highlife). Each style has influenced the other so that it is often hard
to tell them apart. The “roots” of Reggae are African, likewise the sounds
emulated in Gospel-Highlife and Romantic Pop Twi are often Caribbean. What
tends to differentiate these genres more thoroughly is their themes and ideals-- a
subject that I turn to in the following chapter.

THE WESTERN INFLUENCE
This is where finding the right word to describe a certain style becomes
tricky. What an American might call 'Easy Listening' a Ghanaian might call 'Cool'
music. Similarly what some might call 'Rhythm and Blues' a Ghanaian might call
'Funk.' Therefore in order to be precise, I've used Ghanaian terminology and
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grouped all of the popular Western music into three groups. Like the last ones,
these types aren't necessarily differentiated by their sounds, but more by their
themes.

Western Pop Ballads: Cool Music c
When I asked one of the first Ghanaians I met what his favorite music was
he simply stated, “Cool music.” It should make sense that his favorite music be
“cool” otherwise he wouldn't be listening to it, so I thought he was just jerking my
chain. But in fact one of the street names for Western Pop Ballads is actually,
'Cool' music. Unfortunately, most Ghanaians don't differentiate between such
styles as County & Western, Easy Listening and Soft Rock like Westerners do.
Suffice it to say that Cool music is characterized by its non-aggressiveness and
its common themes of love and relationships.
Ironically we do the same thing in America to African music. Any large
music store in the States has various sections labeled, 'Rock,' 'Classical,' 'Jazz,'
or 'New Age' denoting various types of Western music. Then there's always
another section titled, 'World Music' which means that it comes from some other
place aside from America or Europe. In any case, favorite 'Cool' singers among
Ghanaians are: Lyonel Ritchie, Whitney Houston, Bryan Adams, Kenny Rodgers
and Phil Collins. Though these musicians might be found in entirely different
parts of a music store in America, they all sit together in the same row in most
Ghanaian music shops.

Funk and Rap
The phenomenon of Rap music as a product of urban areas in the United
States

has

spread

to

similar

places in Africa. Characterized by its

aggressiveness and its lyric-induced rhythm, Rap's instrumental counterpart (in
Ghana) is a broad genre of music, which Ghanaians refer to as 'Funk.' Both rely
on an intense, fast rhythm as often these are the styles found in dance clubs.

7

Rastafarianism-- see page .
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Most of the popular artists are American (and occasionally British) though
some Ghanaians are beginning to pick up Funk and Rap's style and incorporate
it into their Highlife songs-diluting 'pure' Highlife even more. Popular Rappers
among Ghanaians are “Naughty by Nature,” “The Youngsters,” and “Heavy D.”
Bobby Brown, Mariah Carey, Art Kelly and Sade are some favorite Funk
musicians.

OTHER STYLES
This paper is concerned with the styles that are most popular-- the ones
that dominate the music market, however many other styles of music are enjoyed
in Ghana-- 'Afro-Jazz,' for example, holds a firm, though small, foot in music
market. Indigenous traditional music plays a vital role in daily life regardless of
one's age or status. Drum ensembles are hired to perform traditional pieces at
funeral celebrations while the celebrated Kpanlogo drumming of the Ga people
contains a certain Highlife influence and occasionally emulates popular tunes.
The up-dated Palmwine music of Koo Nimo is also a favorite especially among
older people.

Fusion styles like 'Afro-Rock' and 'Afro-Jazz' can still be found around Accra,
however their audiences are limited. Most Jazz fans, for instance, are typically
Ghanaians who were educated or lived abroad and have returned to Ghana.
Hence the gate fee at Accra's “Kotton Club” where Jazz is often featured is a
whopping 6,000 cedis-- a far reach for the average Ghanaian.8

As stated before, these styles are definitely present in Ghana, however they do
not dominate the market. In the next section I discuss which artists in Ghana are
the most popular and how I came upon that information.

The Stars: Who's Most Popular in Ghana?
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It is important to establish which musicians are favored most by
Ghanaians in order to recognize common themes in their music. As when voting
for a politician who represents and professes one's ideals, consumers vote for
certain musicians when they buy an album. Therefore this section is concerned
with who exactly is winning those musical elections.
COSGA publishes popularity statistics every 4 months which are
assembled from surveys given out to GBC DJs, dance club DJs, music
producers, and the general public. This is useful information for this study (see
figure 2).
COSGA is also the agency that insures cassettes sold on the streets and
in stores are genuine recordings and not pirated music. They do this by printing
“banderoles” which are small stickers that recording studios or producers seal on
every album produced. In doing this COSGA has catalogued the number of
banderoles printed for every album sold in Ghana since the banderoles' inception
in 1992. Table 1 shows the top 20 selling albums in 1994.
These two statistics should give a clear idea of which albums Ghanaians
are buying the most (within the last year); however, the music hawkers sell many
albums without banderoles, not to mention that the tape cases can still be
opened without actually breaking the banderole's seal. The bulk of the pirated
albums are ones recorded (though not necessarily reproduced)

8

Approximately twice the average daily wage.
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Top 20 Banderole Salen for 19949
Title

Artist

Quantity Sold

(1) Mensu Bio

Samual Owusu

130,000

(2) Awurade Kae Me

Wofa Asomani

129,000

(3) Bribri Gyegye Wo

Daddy Lumba

110,000

(4) 24th

Kaakyire Appiah

91,000

(5) Mesom Awurade Daa Daughters of Glrs. Jesus

75,000

(6) Groovy

Kwadjo Antwi

70,000

(7) Praise 1

Mark Asanti Manu

65,000

(8) Helena Rabbles

Helena Rabbles

63,000

(9) Odo Nfitiase

Ernest (Nana) Asheampong

55,000

(10) Odo Fofor

Daddy Lumba

55,000

(11) Feeling Bam

Aboagye Da Costa

55,000

(12) Israel Hwefo

Esther Nyamekye

50,000

(13) Me Frewo

Amakye Dede

37,000

(14) Oga Jesus

Naana Gyamfi

34,000

(15) Agye Wo Nkoaa

Solomon Ofosuware

33,000

(16) Ohia Tua Akonodie

Kaakyire Aboagye

33,000

(17) Nakorex Vol 1

Nakorex

32,000

(13) Yesu Mo

Diana Akiwumi

22,000

(19) Agyenkwa Jesus

Mary Ghansah

22,000

(20) Aware Bi Gyae Ye Owu

African Brothers

22,000

outside of Ghana. The musicians or their producers aren't in the country to insure
the rights over their music, unlike the bands ~ who reside in Ghana that can
make sure that no pirating of their | music takes place. This posed a serious
problem for me: The popularity of Gospel-Highlife and Pop Twi favorites was
easily determined, but the Reggae (made outside of Ghana) and the Western
9

Information given to the author by COSGA
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music-- which I knew was certainly popular-- didn't show up on COSGA's
records.
To resolve which foreign bands were the most popular, I conducted a
(very) non-scientific survey of the people I interviewed and assembled a list of
the bands mentioned most when we were talking about their favorite music.
Below is a list of some of the artists mentioned most:

FUNK: Vicious, Brandy TLC, Jade, Bobby Brown, Sade, Baby Face, Art Kelly,
Salt N' Pepa, Michael Jackson, Mariah Carey.

COOL: Tony Braxton, Phil Collins, Silk, Whitney Houston, Bryan Adams, Michael
Bolton, Kenny Rodgers, Lyonel Ritchie, Pat Thomas.

RAP: Kris Kross, Naughty by Nature, the Youngsters, BBD, Heavy D, Das Effx,
Kurtis Blow.

REGGAE/RAGGA: Steel Pulse, Black Uruhu, Lucky Dube, Burning Spear, Bob
Marley and the Wailers, Ziggy Marley, Peter Tosh, Shabba Ranks, Buju Banton,
Daddy Freddy, Kwadjo Antwi.

Major Themes Asserted in Popular Music

As the Akan saying “He sings songs with seeds in them” indicates, music
has traditionally been not only the purveyor of news but also the teacher of
morals-- the medium that sows the seeds of values and beliefs. This is still true
today of the modern music created in Ghana. Its lyrics are filled with proverbs
and instructional metaphors about life, romance, and death just like the traditional
ballads.
However, with the commercialization of music and the outgrowth of
musical recordings into music videos, the values derived from modern music may
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not all be lyrical in origin. This is especially true of music that comes to Africa
from abroad as the lyrics are often in another language and can't be understood-the visual images found in accompanying music videos are more easily
understood than the songs themselves and are often taken as ideals in Ghanaian
culture.
I will first discuss popular Highlife's lyrics and then turn to the themes
found in Reggae and the values associated with Western music.

GOSPEL-HIGHLIFE AND POP TWI
To say that love is a common theme in Gospel-Highlife and Pop Twi music
would be an understatement. Nearly all the songs of these styles have to do with
one kind of love or another whether it be romantic love, community love, or love
of God/Jesus (or in some cases, love of money). There are few exceptions to this
rule. Daddy Lumba's song, “Medo Wasem Bebree,''10 epitomizes the romantic
Twi love song,

“If you're really in my heart
You'll find that I don't joke around
If you're really in my heart
You'll see how important you are to me
If you're really in my mind
You'll discover that you're always mine.”11
Of course, love of God/Jesus is the predominating subject in
Gospel-Highlife. The Daughters of Glorious Jesus' hit song, “Yesu Ye Made
Nyinaa,''12 shows this major theme,

“Jesus is my everything
When I forget about Him
I become mortal again
When I get angry with Him
10

Transl:”I love you so much”

11

Daddy Lumba. "Medo Wasem Bebree," Bribri Gyegye Wo. Lumba Productions.
#MC006.
12
Transl: "Jesus is everything to me"
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All my faith dissolves
He is my everything
He is my everything
Jesus is the path”13
The subject of money and economic hardship often arises in both
Gospel-Highlife and Pop Twi-- each offer solutions to financial struggles, though
it is not out of line to say that both groups usually give God as a resolution to
money problems as in Daddy Lumba's song, “Enye Nyame Den,''14

“You only travel because of money problems
But there are so many difficulties in doing that
Have sorrow for the traveler's hardship
Because in the face of poverty they should stop crying and
easy for God''15

worrying It's

REGGAE
Because Reggae originated outside of Africa, many of the lyrics
(particularly older Reggae songs) deal with the return to Africa or “roots”
movement. Alex Haley's book, Roots is an excellent example of an
African-American who traced his ancestors back to Africa and came to terms with
their lives as slaves in the Americas. This theme linked with the growth of
Rastafarianism in the Caribbean has made Reggae music the international
speaker on the plight of Africans in the New World. Urging people to seek out
their roots and return to a simpler way of life,16 Rastafarian ideology dominates
the lyrics of Reggae. It is the gospel music of the Rastafarian faith.
Along with the “Return to Africa” theme, many Reggae songs deal with the
ideas of unity, community love, anti-discrimination and poverty,

13

Daughters of Glorious Jesus. "Yesu Ye Made Nyinaa," Mesom Awurade Daa.
Produced by Resurrection Power and Living Bread Christian Center. No album
number.
14
Transl: It's easy for God
15
Daddy Lumba. "Enye Nyame Den," Bribri Gyegye Wo.
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“Some people got everything
Some people got nothing
Some people got hopes and dreams
Some people got ways and means”17
RAP
To understand the values associated with Rap one must first understand
its urban origin. As a product of the inner-parts of the largest American cities
(namely New York, Los Angeles and

Chicago), the music's lyrics and visual

images displayed by its performers are filled with messages of urban discontent,
violence, drug abuse, crime and sex. Though this is a generalization, most all
forms of Rap deal with one of these

subject matters,

“Once again it's on. The motherfuckin' pyscho:
Ice Cube, the bitch killer,
Cop-killer
Yo, running through the line like brothers,
no pot to piss in I put my fist in.”18
More importantly in a Ghanaian context, the lyrics of Rap which make up
the foundation of Rap's rhythm are less important than the images cast by its
musicians. The music videos and album covers of Rap music are packed with
depiction’s of crime and violence.

FUNK AND COOL MUSIC
16

See Collins 155-156
Bob Marley. "Black Survivors," Uprising. Island Records.
18
Ice Cube. "The Nigga Ya Love to Hate," Amerikkka's Most Wanted. Ice
17

Cube-Priority Records, #4XL5712D. 26
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Like the themes of Pop Twi, Funk and Cool Music often deal with love-particularly romantic love. Though Funk sometimes mingles with the values
typical of Rap, it tends to stick to love-- often dealing with more sexual-love than
Pop Twi and Gospel-Highlife. Cool music varies more than Funk (as Cool music
represents such a large genre of Western Music) sometimes venturing into the
political realm such as in Michael Jackson's very popular song, “Heal the
World.”19 However, the Cool song most requested at the Voice of Leqon,20
Whitney Houston's “I Will Always Love You” typifies the Western Ballads enjoyed
most in Ghana.

Popular Music and Ghanaian Values: Aqane or Continuum?

Depending upon the style, the venue, or the audience, music : represents
the people's mood in one way or another; therefore we :< have to look at every
aspect of musical consumption in order to : understand why a particular style is
fashionable. The images ~< shrouding Western music can account for its
popularity: The West ; is in. This is not the case with Reggae in which the images
projected are less important than the lyrics. Funk, on the other ;) hand, maintains
its popularity because of its dance-able rhythm. Each style of popular music
serves a use in the society: some to listen to, some to dance to, and some to
“hang out” to.

WHEN THE LYRICS MATTER: GOSPEL-HIGHLIFE, REGGAE AND POP TWI
To say that these styles are popular only because of their ~< lyrics would
be incorrect, but the themes asserted in Gospel, Reggae and Pop Twi are closely
in line with Ghanaian values. As Ghana received its independence in 1957,
nationalism was a major theme in the popular Highlife tunes during the 50s and

19

Michael Jackson. "Heal the World," Best of Michael Jackson. Epic Records
#121776.
20
Interview with Kwesi Asare (Voice of Legon). April 26, 1995 at Legon.
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60s, but ~< after 6 different government regimes and a couple of decades of
economic struggle, the optimism surrounding independence has worn off.
Running parallel to this decline in optimism has been the growth of
Gospel-Highlife music. Kwesie Asare, a DJ at the Voice of Legon, accounts for
this change, “People don't want to be depressed with more problems, they want
to hear good news. Christianity preaches that right now there is hardship, but not
to worry.21
Indeed, the Christian Church paints a better picture of the future than what
Ghanaians are seeing now and Gospel-Highlife acts as a social valve for their
discontent. Kwabena Bame, a professor at Legon, affirms the need for Gospel in
Ghana, “People clap and sing!-- It's a relief of social tension... to mellow the
effect of social change, to cope with change.22
The theme of love (especially community love) has always been present in
Highlife, but with the new keyboards brought home by the Burger-Highlifers a
decade or so ago came also the interest in romantic love and though it was a
foreign subject at first, Ghana's music has adopted it as its most predominate
theme. “Here in this country,” a Pop Twi singer told me, “music talks about love:
A Fanti will marry a Ga you see, we have love for everyone so we have love
music.23
For music sung in Twi, Ga or another native language, the lyrics are
critical for proper appreciation. The power of a spoken word is far greater in
Africa than in cultures relying less on orally to convey information. The oral
heritage of Ghana places Pop Twi and Gospel at a level of authority and
persuasion. Reggae, often sung in English, also plays an influential role-- though
its themes are more political. The lyrics must be comprehensible in order for
them to be appreciated. Hence, Reggae's following is less than that of Gospel's

21

Kwesie Asare; student at the University of Ghana. Interview by the author. 26
April 1995.
22
Kwabena Bame; Professor at the University of Ghana. Interview by the author
at Legon. 20 April 1995.
23
David Turkson; Singer The Elite Band. Interview at his home in Adabraka,
Accra. 26 April 1995.
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and Pop Twi's and usually those fans are students or people who understand
English easily.
The issue of ''returning to Africa” commonly found in many of Reggae's
lyrics first baffled me: Why would Africans want to hear about returning to
Africa?-- they're already here! However, the issue runs deeper than that. The
'return to Africa' is linked with many other Pan-African ideals such as unity, antidiscrimination and the toils of colonialism and imperialism. Moreover, the idea of
being aware of your heritage or “roots” is a major cultural value in Ghana. The
famous Akan symbol, Sankofa, is a picture of a bird with its head facing
backwards symbolizing the importance of honoring one's ancestors (see figure
3). So to sing about returning to Africa is to also sing about looking back at where
you came from.

Figure 3: A Sankofa

Unity, as a theme in many Reggae songs is also built into the ideology of
Pan-Africanism as well as the minds of Ghanaians. Asare pointed this out, “We
teach unity and strength. Here (in Ghana) tribalism doesn't matter. We are more
unified.”24 As well as unity, colonialism and the problems resulting from it
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Asare.
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constitutes another theme linking Reggae to Ghanaian beliefs. Bob Marley sung
about it on his very popular album, Uprising,

“How can you be sitting down
Telling me that you care?
When everywhere I look around
The people are suffering in every way.
No no no
We are survivors
We are black survivors”25
Musician David Turkson commented to me on these lyrics, “He's talking
about colonialism... those who are rich when we are suffering. Everywhere-- the
south, the north of Africa.”26 So obviously in interpreting the value of Reggae
(and Gospel and Pop Twi), the lyrics are vital. These styles of music represent
the ones that people really listen to-- the ones who's ideas people think about
and associate with.

WHEN THE RHYTHM MATTERS: FUNK
Cruising by any of the numerous bars and clubs in Accra, you'll notice the
preferred style of music is definitely Funk. Fast-paced and
bass-heavy, Funk brings Ghanaians out onto the dance floor. The genre of a
specifically-designed dance music is predictable in Ghana as the culture places
heavy importance on dancing ability. Dancing (traditional or modern) can be
found and nearly every community event whether it be a funeral or a wedding. It
is such an integral part of the culture that it is often seen as inseparable from
many other forms of art. The Akan word, Agoro, means “to play.” But it can also
mean to act, to sing, to dance, to perform-- to participate. Audiences (unlike
those in the West) are supposed to participate with the actors at festival dramas
and at traditional celebrations. The love for moving one's body to a rhythm

25
26

Marley. Uprising.
Turkson
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carries over into the popular music scene and accounts for the prominence of the
Funk style.

WHEN IMAGE MATTERS: RAP AND COOL MUSIC
The popularity of Rap music is also partially due to its dance-ability,
however because Rap is so heavily associated with an image it continues to
grow in popularity-- especially among the Ghanaian youth. It is not Rap's lyrics
that attract listeners in Ghana as a performance by the American Rap group
“Public Enemy” showed in 1992. In front of an audience of 20,000 people at the
Panafest celebration, the lead singer insulted the Pope. Suffice it to say that this
performance did not go over well with most Ghanaians.27
But the image of Rap still remains strong... While sitting
at a cafe in downtown Accra talking to the guitarist from The Elite Band, I noticed
a groups of young men standing around down the street listening to some Rap. I
asked him what he thought they got out of the music. He simply said, “They're
just following the crowd just saying 'Yo' like the rest of them.”28
Asare commented on the popularity of Rap, “It's a result of Western
culture.” He said, “They (Rap fans) feel like they have to identify with the West-they're black, it's black music. But on the average most people don't listen to
what the guy's saying.” The image of Rap is indeed not just a fashionable thing,
“people trying to look tough, act tough, act cool untouchable”29 as Asare further
noted, but somewhat political in nature. Identifying with black music from abroad
and adopting its style is a statement very much in line with the ideals of
Pan-Africanism.
This is less true of Cool music as it is the product of both ~ whites and
blacks. The basis for Cool music's fame is almost ~< strictly due to its association
with a certain 'style.' “It's ~ what you don't jump around to”30 Asare mentioned.
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Collins. Interview by the author. 11 April 1995. 32
Solomon Opoku, singer and guitarist. Interview by the author at Opoku's home
in Adabraka, Accra, 27 April 1995.
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ibid.
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The laid-back, ~< somewhat seductive themes associated with Cool music make
it popular among young Ghanaians.
Dr. George Hagan, professor of African society and political systems at
Legon says the following, “The impression I get is that the youth listen to Western
music because it's Western. The manner of speaking, the haircuts, the walk-- it's
all in.”31 Sporting a Western style in Ghana shows that you're cosmopolitan and
that you're 'hip.' Guitarist Solomon Opoku said it best, “I like Cool music, the
rhythm, the words-- the style. I like the style.32

THE MIX: CHRISTIAN RAP?
I was sitting outside of Glen's Nightclub in Accra one evening, waiting for
the place to open. I got into a conversation with a couple of boys, dressed
scrupulously in Western outfits, who were also waiting to get in. We began
talking about music and they told me they were Rappers. Intrigued, I asked them
if they could do any Raps for me. They performed one for me which they called,
“Every Damage is Going to be Alright.” The lyrics were,

“In the name of Jesus
Now I pray to you my father
I put my problems before you
And I know you'll never let me down.33
From this we see a mixing of ideals. The Western style of dress-- they had
some pretty non-traditional haircuts too-- and the Western Rap concept mixed
with the ideals of Christianity. Perhaps this is the future of music in Ghana.
Perhaps it's just a curiosity that will fade away.
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Hagan
0poku.
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Charles Blackus and Mahmoud “Damage” Tabbica. Interview by the author in
Accra. 23 April 1995.
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The Democracy of Popular Music

Popular culture is contested terrain. Themes and ideals enter the public
arena and either become major issues or dissipate into history. In Ghana, the
themes of love, religiosity, Pan-Africanism, and Western fashion are to be found
dominating the terrain of popular music. However, these ideals don't necessitate
a fair picture of the culture as a whole for there are many groups
under-represented by the industry.
The plight of women, though a major theme in Ghanaian television and
theater, has yet to assert itself in music. I believe this is because most singers,
except in the case of Gospel-Highlife, are men. Where in Gospel women have
begun to move into the industry and where the themes are identifiable with
common feminine ideals (community and family, for example), the themes of
Romantic Pop Twi are highly masculinized: individuality, romantic love over
community love and the image conscious ideals associated with honor, prestige
and wealth.
On a more speculative note, Gospel music as a valve for social tension
can be attributed to the role of women in Ghana as they are traditionally the
caretakers of the community-- the sentinels of morality and tradition. The role of
the “Queen Mother” among the Ashanti, for example, is one of watchfulness over
the community. I suspect that the growth of Gospel-Highlife is a response mainly
from women of the churches to calm and deal with the mounting social strife in
Ghana.
I also suspect that the predominance of women in Gospel is due to how
the recording of the music is financed. Unlike male soloists (Kwadjo Antwi is a
good example) who's recording is done independently of any institution,
Gospel-Highlife is usually financed by a sponsoring Church. The Daughters of
Glorious Jesus' album Mesom Awurade Daa, was produced and financed by the
Resurrection Power and Living Bread Christian Center.
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Though not all of Ghana is matrilineal, many families' financial burden falls
upon their women-- for food, clothing etc. Where the wife's earnings are the
family earnings, the husband's earnings are usually his own business. Therefore
(I suspect) men have greater opportunities to record their music.
This is changing however. The cost of recording an album in Ghana has
gone down considerably in the last decade making it more accessible and
democratic. Due to the advent and lower costs of new technology, the number of
recording studios has multiplied. There were only 3 studios in Ghana 15 years
ago, now there are at least 12 in Accra alone.34 Multi-track recording and the use
of tape cassettes (rather than records) as the major mode of distribution, has
forced the price down considerably, “Now it's really cheap-- around $100,” Collins
notes, “You don't have to pay studio musicians and you can produce less copies
on tape cassettes.” Thus the ability to record has been made available to a
broader group of people.
But new technology has its costs. The tradition of music-- and dance for
that matter-- as a social event is being lost as a typical recording session is now
done by one or two individuals rather than a group at a live performance or
community event. “Music is not created

in a social context anymore-- it's usually someone alone in an air-conditioned
room.”35 Collins also speculated that this aloofness is one of the causes for the
hegemonic theme of romantic love over community love. In any case, the
withdrawn, Michael Jackson-esque mystic has been emulated by many of the
Romantic Pop Twi and Reggae artists. Gospel-Highlife, on the other hand,
remains a social form of music-- preserving live performances and creating music
in a community context: Churches.

On the whole, technology has made music more democratic, more accessible
and has allowed Ghanaian music to be heard and respected on the world
34
35
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Collins. Interview by the author. 26 April 1995.
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market. Marian Amekudi, a dance instructor at Legon, is pleased with new
technology as it helps improve upon tradition, “We don't have all the instruments
to produce those (Western) sounds so technology is good-- it's helping out a
lot”36
When it comes to Rap, Funk and Cool music, the influence of technology
is more important in Ghanaians' access to it (rather than its creation). This is
easily traced to the growth of television viewing among Ghanaians. Hagan
comments on this phenomenon which separates the 'TV Generation' of Ghana
from the older one, “The youth of today have been influenced by global music.
They grew up watching TV so they see themselves as belonging to a global
music culture. We grew up without TV so our Highlife was an expression of our
independence.37
Indeed this is true. The music video programs on GTV are aimed at young
people and moreover, the majority of those videos are Rap, Funk and Cool
music. Hence the following of those respective styles is primarily young people.
In studying 'musical democracy' it is important to identify which parts of the
society aren't represented. For one, the northern population of Ghana lacks
attention in today's music. Linked to this is the Muslim religion (more predominate
in the north) which stands in the shadow of Gospel-Highlife and the Christian
ideology it preaches.
Another major sector of Ghana's population that is heard little from in
popular music is the rural one. Over half the population lives in villages and small
farming communities38, yet there are few songs or songwriters representing the
needs or values of these people; and like the Muslim people of the north, their
traditional religion is also overwhelmed-- if not covered up-- by the popularity of
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Marion Amekudi. Dance Instructor, University of Legon. Interview by the author
at Legon. 11 April 1995. 38
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Population Impact Project (PIP) at the University of Ghana. Population and
Development in Ghana. 1994.
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Gospel-Highlife (despite the full one third of the population practicing traditional
religion).39
As I stated before, the area of popular culture is contested. It is a
battleground for new ideas, old beliefs and debatable values. New questions
spring up in society and music tries to answer them. AIDS as new subject has
made it into the music of Amakye Dede40 and is sure to come up in future songs
as the epidemic spreads throughout Africa and the world.
To explain music's value-- especially in Africa-- in an intellectual manner,
forgetting about the pure aesthetic value, is a misleading endeavor. Music in
Ghana at its simplest level works to bring people together and to promote social
interaction. Participation-- agoro-- in music is just as important as affirming a set
of ideals.41
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Amakye Dede. Me Frewo.
See Chernoff, John. African Rhythm and African
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Conclusion
There is no such thing as a culturally pure sound. Music absorbs and
reflects ideas from other cultures around the world. Even the traditional Palmwine
music of Ghana is a product of indigenous sounds and that of European
instruments. This mixing and adaptation changes as society changes
accommodating the mood of the people. Where innovative Highlife was an
expression of autonomy in the 1950s and 60s, Funk, Reggae and Rap represent
the movement towards a more united, global community.
I first came across the idea of examining the values found in popular
music in Ghana while at a club in my neighborhood in Accra. Sitting with two
brothers from the family I was living with, listening to music that I couldn't
understand (and wishing I had brought my Walkman to Ghana so that I could
listen to my own “normal” music), I asked one of them what the singer was
saying. He went off on an intricate interpretation of what the song was about:
romance and fidelity in marriage. He seemed quite moved by it. I'd never paid
that much attention to any lyrics before. So I began to wonder if the typical Pop
Twi songs were as meaningful to most Ghanaians and what might happen if the
song were sung in English like so many Reggae and Cool songs are-or if the
beat were a little more Westernized; or better yet, if the lyrics conveyed a
message that Ghanaians couldn't associate with directly (as in the case of Rap).
At first I was determined to prove that music created abroad couldn't
possibly represent ideals found in Ghanaian society, however that simply was not
the case. The appreciation of Rap, for example, does symbolize a mood found in
Ghana as do Cool music, Funk and Reggae.
Though this is a contemporary study (I drew my music samples only from
the past couple of years), I've reached a few invariable conclusions:
-- Values derived from popular music are not only to be found in lyrics but
also in its use (i.e.: Funk), its social connotations (i.e.: Cool music) and its venues
(i.e.: Gospel). These values reflect something in the society though it isn't always
obvious (i.e.: Rap).
Sensibility. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press).

1979. 125.
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-- In coming to terms with popular music you first have to understand the
culture it's emanating from. Important values may seem oblique and meaningless
unless one recognizes their cultural origin.
-- Popular culture, though democratic, is contested terrain. Not everyone is
represented at one time. Many factors limit democracy in music such as the role
of technology, religion, women and economics. These factors may give a select
few more room on the stage.

Hopefully as popular music continues to diversify, more people will have a
chance to sing their songs for a larger audience. The indigenous music of the
world has yet to be fully glorified and appreciated thus I think we will continue to
see a sharing and absorption of exotic ideas in music around the globe for many
years to come and that music enjoyed by people will continue to reflect their
beliefs, values and moods.
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